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FUNDACIÓN ENDESA LAUNCHES ENDESA EDUCA DIGITAL,
AN ONLINE PLATFORM TO PROMOTE ENERGY SAVING IN
THE CLASSROOM
Madrid, 25 May 2019. In its commitment to innovation in education, Fundación Endesa is launching
'Endesa Educa Digital' in a step towards digitalising Endesa Educa's educational initiatives. It is a
completely free, online and gamified activity aimed at third and fourth grade students. By registering on
the platform and using an exclusive experimentation kit, teachers and their students must overcome the
energy challenges they face and reach the final mission: Saving the World. This is an inter-school
competition, with the winning school receiving a very special prize.
Endesa Educa Digital will transform us into energy watchdogs alongside the "Energy Corps". We must
conquer the energy challenges they set for us, which are available for free on the activity's platform.
Through fun challenges and scientific missions, this new platform seeks to promote co-operation
throughout the entire educational community and invites teachers, who will receive advance training, to
encourage their students to get involved, together with their families and students from other schools, in
the activities and competitions created by the tool itself.
Endesa Educa is an initiative from Fundación Endesa, a foundation that, since its creation in 1994, has
offered advice and resources in relation to energy education, promoting the efficient and responsible use
of electricity, as well as the value of sustainability for a better quality of life.
To this end, it develops free educational activities aimed both at Spain's education centres and the
general public in order to raise awareness of the world of energy in its broadest sense, covering topics
ranging from energy saving in the home to how power plants operate.
As such, Fundación Endesa encourages promoting awareness in a practical way, i.e. showing students
how facilities actually work and the importance of valuing energy and using it responsibly. A total of
52,632 students from all over Spain have benefited in 2018 alone and, what's more, a total of 189 visits
were made to Endesa plants over the course of the 2018/2019 academic year, introducing around 5464
students to how they operate.
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